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ABSTRACT

The unreliability of public power lines have led to the need of Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS). Utility
power failures will cause unacceptably high risk to the profitability, existence and growth of the vital aspect of
business that depends heavily on uninterrupted power supply. For this reason it is important to develop a
method to estimate the reliability of such system, to ensure that it will perform satisfactorily when needed. This
paper describes and discusses an approach to predict the reliability parameters of the UPS system using the
Probability Tree method. Important UPS reliability parameters such as Failure rates (k), Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF), and Reliability (R), can be obtained from this method. These quantitative reliability
parameters can play an essential role in selection and application of the UPS. The method was applied to
different topologies of UPS systems and comparisons were made between the results obtained form Probability
Tree method and the Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) method.

INTRODUCTION power supply. The works suggested that the UPS
reliability indices improves considerably with increase

The main purpose of an Uninterruptible Power Supply in discharge time, and a standby generator should be
(UPS) system is to protect critical electrical equipments considered if high reliability of critical load supply is
from failures or temporary disturbances in the required.
commercial AC power supply. Critical loads in
telecommunications, information technology, financial The author has also proposed the Reliability Block
systems, and medical treatment should not be Diagram (RBD) method to estimate the reliability of
interrupted, not even for an instant; and the UPS need to UPS. In the RBD method, the UPS reliability model
be able to supply power continuously for up to 24 hours, must be build first, and a failure rate, X (failures/hour)
not only in the case of power failure but also during must be assigned to each block. The resultant reliability
troubleshooting or maintenance of the system. In some model is then constructed from the system's single-line
unfortunate instances, the UPS failed to supply the diagram [4]. Major components in the UPS system were
back-up power to the critical loads when utility power assumed to be connected either in series or parallel.
fails, and consequently, the critical loads will dropped Application of the RBD method in the reliability
and collapsed. There are many reasons for this to estimation of UPS systems, enables the user to obtain
happen, among others are; components or modules the system's Failure rates, MTBF and Availability. This
failure, lack of maintenance and system overload [1]. paper will not discuss on RBD method, however, for the
Reliability estimation was found to be one of the best purpose of verification, results obtained from
methods to ensure that the UPS will be able to support Probability tree method will be compared with the RBD
the critical loads for a specified time during these method.
unforeseen circumstances.

MEASURES OF RELIABILITY
There are many methods being used to estimate the
reliability of UPS. In the state-space method, the UPS In this paper, there are several reliability parameters that
system states are divided into operating and failed states are useful to estimate the reliability of UPS system were
[2,3]. In the first part of this method, all the system determined and discussed. The proposed method
states were listed and classified as either operating or enables user to achieve these parameters, and thus can
failed states. Then all the possible transitions between be used to evaluate the reliability of the overall system.
the different states and the causes of this transition are The reliability line in Figure 1 shows a graphical
identified. Finally, the probabilities of being in the representation of the parameter used to determine the
different states during a certain period in the life of the reliability of the system [4]. The reliability parameters
system were recognized. Once the steady state that are appropriate for UPS systems are described
probabilities have been calculated, the reliability indices below:
can be computed. In paper [3], the approach has been
illustrated by developing reliability models for a
standby engine generator set and an uninterruptible
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Reliability (R): Reliability is the ability of an item to Component Component Component RESULT
perform a required function under stated conditions for A B C

a stated period of time. C A.B.C
Failure rate: the mean number of system failures per I I B1 I ABC
unit time. I Al I I *_.
Mean Time To First Failure (MTTF or MTFF): The C ICI A.B.C
mean time before the occurrence of the first failure. C II c I A.B.C
Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF): The expected I I c A.B.C
operating time between two failures in a repairable AI B I
system. I Al I I --
Mean Time To Repair (MTTR): The expectation of I I J C I A.B.C
the time to restoration (or to repair). cI I A.B.C
Mean Up Time (MUT): The mean failure free time. I I I I
Mean Down Time (MDT): The mean time between the Figure 2 Probability Tree
instant of failure and total restoration of the system. It
includes the failure detection time, the repair time and The probability trees provide an effective method in the
the reset time. reliability study of the UPS system because they:

1) clearly lay out the major components in the
Initial Start of Second UPS system
failure work restarting failureU

Correct operation , waiting + repairing I Correct operation IF 2) allowuserto analyze the possible
MTTF MTTR consequences of the failure of every

components
3) provides the framework to identify the final

MTBF state of the system and the probabilities of
achieving them.

Figure 1 Reliability line

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY MODELS

PROBABILITY TREE BASIC APPROACH Basically, there are two types of uninterruptible power

The probability tree approachinvolvesthsupply (UPS), namely DC UPS and AC UPS. The
The probability tree approach involves the following difference is very much dependent on the output load
steps: requirement. Figure 3 shows the single-line diagram of

1) Identify all the major components in the system the two types of UPS.
which failure will leads to system failure (i.e.
load collapsed). DC UPS

2) Construct the reliability model for the system RECTIFIER

to show how the components/ modules are UTIYDU
connected /

3) Determine the probability of operation, P(OK)
and probability of failure, P(Fail) of the
component/ module from its failure rate, (X).

4) Identify the state of the system (i.e. system UP
or system DOWN) with respect to the states of BATTERY

the components (i.e. component working or AC UPS
RECTIFIER INVERTER

component fails) UTPU

Figure 2 shows probability tree of three components
A,B and C. Outcome A means that component A is in
working condition and A represents failure of
component A. Following the first rule of probability,
sum of A and A must be equal to 1. The same BATTERY
convention applies to component B and C. The final Figure13 AC and DClUPS
result on each branch in the probability tree is the
multiplication of probability from each state of its path. In the DC UPS, rectifier will receives ac input from
The summation of all the results must also equals to 1. utility supply and convert it to dc supply to feed the dc

load and at the same time to charge the battery. During
power failure, the rectifier will be off, as there will be
no ac supply from utility, and thus the battery will then
supply dc power to the loads. The battery back-up time
will depend on state-of-charge of the battery,
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characteristic of the battery and the load level. The same reliability values such as the failure rates for electrical
working operation applies to the AC UPS, but the equipment based on measured field data [5,6,7], were
difference is the inclusion of inverter module that used. Table 1 shows the failure rates of the major
converts the dc supply (from rectifier or battery) to ac components in the UPS systems; which can leads to
supply to feed the ac loads. probability of operation, P(OK) and probability of

failure, P(Fail) of each components.
For this paper, to demonstrate the application of the
probability tree method, two topologies of DC UPS
were considered; Table 1

1. DC UPS with generator UPS Failure rates, X 1 YEAR
2. DC UPS without generator Components (failure! h P ON P Fail

Utility 1.0000 x 10-3 0.000157 0.999843
Figure 3 shows the reliability models for each UPS

Utility/Gen 10_4systems. Each block represents a major component in Utility/Gen l.5000x i0-4 0.268743 0.731257
the UPS and they are either connected in series or Bypass 1.0000 X i0- 0
parallel. Switch 0.916127 0.083873

Rectifier 4.3478 x 10-6 0.962629 0.037371

DC UPS with Generator Battery 4.3478 x 10-6 0.962629 0.037371
Charger

r- -------_
- - - - -

LC1- Batteries 1.6393 x 107 0.998565 0.001435
UTILITY (~~ ~~~DC)

GENERATOR Figure 4 shows the probability tree diagram for DC UPS
- --_-_-__________________- - - - -

-
-

with generator, which consists of six major components,
BLOCK 2 namely Utility, Generator, Static Switch, Rectifier,

Battery and Battery Charger. The probability of
L J operation and probability of failure of each component

were used to determine the UPS total probability (i.e.
state probability of the UPS). The state probability
represents the power flow of the UPS system. The user

DC UPS without Generator will decide on the state of the UPS; whether system up
or system down. "System UP" means that the UPS
working satisfactorily and the critical loads are

UTILITY RECTIFIER supported, while "System DOWN" means UPS failure
and the critical loads are not supported (loads dropped
or collapsed). The Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF)

-BATTERY of a system can be obtained from the equation:

MTBF = 1/ Failure Rates {Eq. 2}

Figure 3 DC UPS Reliability Models

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The probability tree method has been applied to the two
types of DC UPS to determine their reliability
parameters. The failure rates (2) of each UPS
configuration can be used to calculate the Reliability (
R) or the Probability of Operation, P(OK), of a UPS
system with respect to time (t), using the equation:

Reliability,R-exp iZt ..{Eq 1}

In order to perform a reliability estimation using the
Probability Tree method, reliability values of the
components in the UPS system have to be obtained.
Datasheets such as IEEE-STD-493, which provide
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UTILITY/ STATIC
RECTFIE BATTER

BATTERY
STATU P_UP P_ Ge era orGENERATOR SWITCH RECTIFIER BATTERY CHARGER STATUS P(UP) P(OWN) DC UPSwithoutGenerator:

0.962629 UP 2.2782E-01 P(UP) = 9.6125 x 101
0.037371 UP 8.8442E-03 P(DOWN) = 3.8746 x 10-2

00.0435 0.962629 UP 3.2739E-04 Failure rate, X = 4.51103 x 106 failures/hr
0.916127 0.331 UP 1.2710OE-05 _ o r

0.962629 UP 8.8442E-03 MTBF = 221,678.618 hours
0.268743 0.037371 0.037371 DOWN 3.4334E-04 25.306years0.2687430.037371 ~~~~~~0.962629 DOWN 1.2710E-05

|.331DOWN 4.9340E-07
0.962629 UP 2.0857E-02 The results obtained from probability tree method for

0.998565

0.96269 0.037371 DOWN 8.0970E-04 the two types of DC UPS suggested that generator can
0.962629 DOWN 2.9973E-05su g teg n ra o'Q0.001435 [0.037371 DOWN

1. 3.E-06 increase UPS Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF),
0.083873

0.998565
0.962629 UP 8.0970E-04 and thus will reduce its failure rate. The generator will

0..037371 0.01 DOWN 3 1434E-0 provide another path of the back-up power supply in the0.962629 DOWN 1.1636E-06pr v f'k b c -pspl

0001435 0.037371 DOWN 4.5172E-08 event of utility power failure. The failure rate of the0.998565 0.962629 UP 6.1990E-01 generator is found to be low enough to affect the overall
0.037371 DOWN 2.4065E-02 falr

0.96269 0.962629 DOWN 8.9083E-04 system failure rates.

0.916127 0.037371 DOWN 3.4583E-05

0.962629 UP 2.4065E-02
0.998565 For the DC UPS without generator, during the mains

|0.037371 DOWN 9.3425E-040.731257 0.037371 0.962629 DOWN 3.4583E-05 failure, the input power to the critical loads depends
DOWN 1.3426E-06 solely on to the battery supply and the battery supply

0.962629 UP 5.6753E-02

0.998565 0.03731 DOWN 22032E-03 depends on the battery's back-up time or reserve time.0.001435ForDUPS generatr,2main,
0C0040.962629 DOWN 8.1557E-05 For the DC UPS with generator, during mains failure,

0.037371 DOWN 3.1661 E-06 critical will receive supply0.083873 0.962629 UP 2.2032E-03 the loads maily input from

0.998565 0.037371 DOWN 8.5532E-05 generator. The load will only take power from battery0.037371system during the initializing of the generator unit.
|.331 DOWN DOWN 1.2291 E-07

TOTAL 9.7043E-01 2.9568E-02

Figure 4 Probability Tree Diagram for DC UPS with
Generator PROBABILITY TREE vs. RELIABILITY BLOCK

DIAGRAM
DC UPS with Generator:
P(UP)= 9.7043 x 10-' Table 2 shows the comparisons between the results
P(DOWN) = 2.9568 x 10-2 obtained from Probability Tree method and Reliability
Failure rate, A= 3.42621x 1 06 failures/hr Block Diagram method. It is clearly shown that the
MTBF = 291,867.960 hours results were very close between the two methods.

=33.318 years
Table 2

It can be seen in Figure 5 that the probability tree can be PROBABILITY RELIABIEI
drawn for the DC UPS without generator configuration TREE BLOCK DINAG
which consists of four major components (i.e. Utility, Filur MTBF Fi
Rectifier, Battery and Battery Charger). e Rate (ears) Rate, X (years)

x
UTILITY RFCTIFIFR RATTERY CHARGER STATUS P(UP) PDC UPS with 3.426x 3.607x

0.96263 UP 1.4517E-04 Generator 10-6 33.32 10-6 31.65
0.99857

0.03737 P 2.0862E-07

096263 0.96263 UP 5.6357E-06 DC UPS w/out 4-512 x 4.492 x
0.00143 Generator 10-6 25.31 10-6 25.42

0.00016 0.03737 UP 8.0988E-09
0.96263 UP 5.6357E-06

0.99857

0.03737 0.03737 DOWN 8.0988E-09 Table 3 shows the advantages and disadvantages of both
0.00143

DOWN 21878E-7 methods. Although the Probability tree is a faster
0.03737 DOWN 3.1441E-1O method to achieve reliability parameter, (as less
0.96263 UP 9.251 E-01

0.99857 calculations needed) compared to RBD method; it was
0.96263 0.03737 DOWN 1.3295E-03 found to be unpractical for a large system with more

0.00143 redundancies in the system. The reason is because in a

0.99984 066 °P 351E0 5.64-5larger system, there will be more components and
0.96263 DOW 3.5 917E-02

0.99857 system states to be considered. Although this problem
0.0377 0.6263 DOWN 53944E-0 canbe solved by a lengthy computer programming,
0.04 RBD is found to be a more preferred method for larger

0077 DOWN 2.0037E-06

TOTAL 9.6125E-01 3.8746E-02 syse .

Figure 5 Probability Tree Diagram for DC UPS without .........In Probability tree method, all system states (system UP
Generator .........and DOWN) were considered, unlike in RBD where
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only the failure states (i.e. component's failure rates) REFERENCES
were used. The mathematical model in RBD method
enables users to perform sensitivity analysis quite 1. IEEE Std. 446-1995, 'Recommended Practice for
easily, by varying the failure rates of the components to Emergency and Standby Power Systems for Industrial
investigate its effect on the overall system's reliability. and Commercial Applications - IEEE Orange Book'

Table 3 2. C. Singh, N. Gubbala, N. Gubbala, "Reliability
PROBABIL-ITY TREE Analysis of Electric Supply Including Standby

Advantages Disadvantag!es Generators and an Uninterruptible Power Supply
* Fast method o User decides system System", IEEE Transaction of Industry Applications,
* Less calculations states (UP/DOWN) Vol.30, No.5 Sept/Oct 1994
* All system states are oUnpractical for large

considered system with more 3. C. Singh, A. Patton, "Reliability Evaluation of
redundancies Emergency and Standby Power Systems", IEEE

Transaction of Industry Applications, Vol.21, No.2
RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM Mar/Apr 1985

Advantaiges Disadvanta$!es
* Can perform sensitivity o More calculations - 4. A. Villemeur, "Reliability, Availability,

analysis easily series/parallel blocks Maintainability and Safety Assessment: Volume 1
* More practical for large o Only consider system John Wiley and Sons, 2000.

system Fail statesystem FaIl state

5. S. Roy, "Reliability Consideration for Data Centres
Power Architectures", IEEE International

There is a similarity between the two methods; as both Telecommunications Energy Conference, INTELEC
methods require the system's reliability model to be 1997, Melbourne, Australia.
constructed first to show how the components/ modules 6. J. Akerlund, "DC Computer Equipment Technology-
are connected.

an Emerging Technology", IEEE International
CONCLUSIONS ~~~Telecommunications Energy Conference, INTELEC

CONCLUSIONS 1998, San Francisco, USA.
In this paper, we suggest a new method of estimating

7 MIL-HDBK-338B: Military Handbook: Electronic
the reliability parameters (failure rates and MTBF) of Reliability Design Handbook, October 1998.
the Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) system by
using probability tree. Reliability estimation of the UPS
plays a very important role in the design, planning and AUTHOR'S ADDRESS
operation stages of a system, in order to minimise the
risk of not having a required back-up power when
needed, produce mainly by component failures and
consequently leads to interruption to the critical loads. Power System Research Group

The results from this paper suggested that in order to Dept. of Electronic and Electrical Engineering
* **- * *r- zs r ~~~~~~University of Strathclydeincrease the reliability of UPS system to cater for y y

critical loads, a generator must be used. Inclusion of the 204 George Street
generator into the system will increase the overall Glasgow, GI IXW
system's MTBF and thus will reduce the failure rates. Scotland, UK

email: mohd.k.rahmat@strath.ac.uk
From the comparison between Probability tree and RBD
method, the following points can be drawn:

* The result obtained from both methods are
nearly equal

* Both techniques require system's reliability
model to be constructed first

* Probability tree technique is able to provide
faster and simpler reliability estimation

* RBD method is more practical for a larger
system.
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